Responses to Michelle Clifton-Soderstrom, “Covenant Freedom: Freedom for All or Free-for-all?”

In the previous issue of this publication, Michelle Clifton-Soderstrom, professor of theology and ethics at North Park Theological Seminary, contributed a historical survey of Covenant freedom, followed by a proposal for faithful dissent amid conflicting biblical interpretations.1 In that same issue, we invited responses to Clifton-Soderstrom’s article.2 We originally invited a number of pastors and theologians to apply Clifton-Soderstrom’s proposal to a variety of specific ethical issues (divorce, women in ministry, same-sex marriage). We are grateful for those who responded to these invitations: Brian Bantum, Steve Bilynskyj, Scott Erickson, and Klyne Snodgrass. As responses came in, same-sex marriage emerged as the dominant issue. Because many who were invited were unable to participate, we opened the invitation broadly. Mark Safstrom responded to this general call.

The Covenant Quarterly is a forum for charitable, critical dialogue on relevant issues in pastoral theology. We hope the dialogue printed here will generate further conversation in that same spirit, to the end described by Clifton-Soderstrom: “that we speak well of those in our communion, that we speak directly to those with whom we have issue, and that we commit to each other as members of the same body. This calls for charity in all things, and real charity requires courage to work through conflict over the long-haul.”

The term “covenant” holds both complexity and possibility. Tracing the invocation of covenantal language throughout Scripture reveals God’s perpetual presence and desire to be with humanity. Covenant is faithfulness that is reciprocated and mutual. And yet in Scripture covenant is at times paradoxical. It is irrevocable and constant, but it also cannot be completely known. Fundamentally, covenant is not simply about law, about what to do and what not to do. Covenant is about relationship, about how we are with God and with one another. Covenant is sometimes about who we are with. Sometimes that means exclusivity, and sometimes it means radical and scandalous inclusion, but these facts are never static. They shift and slip along a deeper claim about what it means to be with God and for God to be with us. In Scripture, whenever Jews who confessed Jesus as Lord began to define covenant around questions of what and who, God seemed to insert the troubling question of how into the image of what faithfulness could begin to look like.

I came to Christ in a Southern Baptist church and was somewhat of a theological wanderer during college and seminary. In my wandering, I become more and more aware of the ways theology and theological dogmas served as easy devices of rupture and distinction. From this background, the Evangelical Covenant Church’s recognition of both infant and believer’s baptism spoke to me of the how at the center of God’s covenantal presence.

Now, as a systematic theologian who works in questions of identity, anthropology, and Christology, I find myself returning to questions of covenant, faithful dissent, and the implication of Michelle Clifton-Soderstrom’s article for how we account for the faithfulness of LGBTQ persons in our midst. My framing of this question is intentional. As Clifton-Soderstrom recounted the history of faithful Covenant pastors struggling to discern questions of baptism, the ordination of women, and just war and pacifism, I was reminded that these struggles were not only questions of beliefs or dogma, but rather questions regarding how we understand the faithfulness of the people who hold those beliefs.

This struggle to account for the faithfulness of those whom we encounter lies at the center of the covenantal how. Whether Ruth or Rahab,
the Ethiopian eunuch or Cornelius, Scripture points to the possibility of faithfulness, of God’s covenantal how, being reflected in those who were seemingly excluded from the covenantal who or what. In a very real way, Scripture is a testament to God’s faithful dissent—God’s refusal to allow those whom God loves to be hemmed in, confusing the how for the who or the what.

The question of faithful dissent and its legacy in the Evangelical Covenant Church presses us to dig deeper as we confront spaces of disagreement. Some critical beginning points are the questions of what is being dissented, how we are defining our terms, and whether we are attributing to concepts some sense of shared meaning. Baptism raises fundamental questions regarding the nature of the elements: What is happening as we partake in them? How does that practice shape our lives with Christ and our discipleship? The example of pacifism and just war raises questions of practice and understanding: What can we understand about ourselves? What is faithful action to take or not take?

Similarly, beneath the questions of who we are and what constitutes faithful life, we see interrelated ways that LGBTQ persons confront us with certain problems with how our categories shape what we believe and how we read Scripture collectively as we seek guidance:

• What is a human being, and how do we account for gendered difference?
• What is covenant? What are the limits or possibilities of covenant?
• Who is God? Is God a God of law and obedience? What ethics follow from this? Is faithfulness a question of obedience in Scripture? Is there another way of seeing Scripture?
• How are categories of persons always cultural, and how is Scripture a cultural book in ways that are illuminating and limiting?

As Clifton-Soderstrom has pointed out in her article, it is more likely than not that we will disagree in how we answer the above questions. At the same time, it is entirely possible that we will also begin to see new possibilities for connection and fellowship. We might even discover the possibility of a fellowship of freedom that allows some congregations and persons to discover the how of covenantal freedom in ways that are faithful even as they differ from others.

There are many ways of answering the above questions, and a short response does not allow me to elaborate on how we might navigate some of these questions. But I am not sure the question Clifton-Soderstrom’s larger framework of Covenant freedom presses us with actually concerns
the particulars of the argument. One question her historical account raises is why we allow freedom in so many areas but choose a dogmatic legalism in issues of LGBTQ persons, as though these people are reflecting faithfulness and unfaithfulness in ways that are fundamentally different than heterosexual Christians do every day.

I came to the Covenant with more conservative views regarding LGBTQ people. I came to the Covenant because of its deep commitment to racial reconciliation and the ways the denomination sought to foster an image of racial and ethnic diversity in God’s kingdom. But in order to do this, questions of culture and theological heritage had to be reimagined. Faithfulness was not simply about certain hymns or church policies or gatherings. What made this openness possible was a willingness to recognize the ways different people embodied faithful responses to God’s presence in their lives and in the stories they held.

While many may see questions of race/ethnicity and sexual orientation as fundamentally different, I wonder whether we can separate them any longer. By this I simply mean, if we are open to the radical transformation that a racially and ethnically diverse denomination necessarily requires, we have already suggested that certain forms of faithfulness are subject to change—that they can be reinterpreted and understood in more expansive and inclusive ways. I wonder whether we have opened ourselves up to the same process of listening and discernment with those from the LGBTQ community and those in our congregations. What would we find if we began to hear their understandings of faithfulness? Would they be so different from what we might imagine if we considered faithfulness beyond the biological genders of the participants?

As the Covenant continues to wrestle with questions of marriage and inclusion of LGBTQ people in congregations, I wonder if we might also struggle with more than law, more than dogmatic notions of sex and gender. I wonder if we might become more open to the ways those very people who were seemingly outside the covenant also display marks of faithfulness, that their perpetual presence might reveal to us all just how radical and ordinary God’s covenant is.

In the end, I wonder whether the Evangelical Covenant Church’s belief in a freedom centered in how we are together in Christ might become a critical way forward in displaying what God’s faithfulness in us might look like.
Michelle Clifton-Soderstrom has long been an able spokesperson for, and defender of, our “last but not least” Covenant Affirmation of freedom in Christ. She has also been my friend and colleague in teaching and ministry. So I appreciate the opportunity to respond to her formal theological exposition of that freedom in regard to the practice of faithful dissent. While the paper certainly has application to other areas of practical theology and Christian ethics, I have been asked to interact with it particularly in regard to the issue of human sexuality.

Having said the above, I do not believe that sexual ethics is simply one of many topics toward which the conclusions of Clifton-Soderstrom’s essay might be directed. No, the paper is clearly aimed at clearing a space for faithful dissent in regard to the Covenant position on the morality of homosexual practice. I say this not to diminish the excellent historical research and theological reflection on Covenant freedom the author has offered, but simply to place what has been presented properly in the context of what is surely one of its main purposes.

I take up the task of responding with some trepidation. Since 1996 I have been actively involved in Covenant discussion around human sexuality, beginning with serving on the Christian Action Commission, which prepared and presented the 1996 Resolution on Human Sexuality. That resolution has guided and sparked denominational discussion ever since. Beginning in about 2000 and for sixteen years, I taught about this issue in the Covenant Orientation program in two or three different classes, most recently in Covenant Theology. As president of the Covenant Ministerium (2009–2012), I was pulled into several discussions about human sexuality. While Ministerium president, I served on the Board of the Ordered Ministry, where policy on human sexuality was discussed and implemented in the care and discipline of our clergy.

Through it all, I have consistently explicated and defended the conservative but gracious position sketched in the 1996 Resolution on Human Sexuality. I believe that position to be thoroughly biblical and theologically sound. I would say the same of more recent policy developed by the Board of the Ordered Ministry, which aims to carefully and lovingly implement our biblical and theological position in ministerial ethics, practice, and discipline and to some degree in local congregational practice.
From the beginning, my soul has been pained by disagreement with our position on human sexuality, particularly when those expressing such disagreement are loved and respected friends and colleagues like Clifton-Soderstrom, because I fear that disagreement will lead to breaking of fellowship. In what I take to be the spirit of charity and unity she seeks to embody in her paper, I have been troubled while at the same time wanting very much to maintain friendship and fellowship.

Nonetheless, I feel that opening her paper on Covenant freedom with the Doughty incident may, perhaps unintentionally, paint those who dissent from the conclusions of her paper as present-day “Doughtys,” unable and unwilling to be charitable toward those who disagree with them. I have that fear specifically in regard to those who wish to create theological room to extend Covenant freedom to accepting homosexual practice as morally benign. Offering them a heartfelt negative response seems to run the risk of being regarded as uncharitable, mean-spirited, and, worst of all, not really Covenant in regard to Christian freedom. Despite the fears I’ve named, I will proceed to offer a few points of reflection and critique regarding Clifton-Soderstrom’s paper and what I take to be its implied goal in regard to human sexuality.

I begin with the general observation that Covenant freedom has never been meant to embrace, and likely never will embrace, the full range of possible biblical theological positions. This is a mistake that laypeople and Covenant clergy often make, imagining that if a viewpoint is theologically and/or biblically possible within the wider range of the Christian Church as a whole, then it must be an acceptable viewpoint within Covenant life and practice.

The paper itself touches on examples that clearly demonstrate that the Covenant does not and cannot embrace the whole of Christian theological freedom. Clergy are not free in the Covenant to espouse and practice a theology of complementarianism nor a baptismal theology that does not recognize as valid the baptism of infants, though both of those viewpoints are certainly present among faithful believers in the larger house of God’s people in the world. But the list of theological positions unacceptable—and therefore not covered by our affirmation of freedom in Christ—in the Covenant is much longer.

To begin with, we explicitly reject atonement theology that requires penal substitution to be the primary or only metaphor for the work of Christ, though such a view is quite prevalent among evangelical and even Catholic Christians in the larger church. To the list of established Chris-
tian theological positions beyond the bounds of Covenant freedom we could randomly add Sabbatarian seventh-day observance, the veneration of and prayer to the Virgin Mary, and the Wesleyan doctrine of entire sanctification. There are many other such examples.

Any Covenant ordination candidate espousing and proposing to teach and encourage, or even openly and favorably discuss, any of the positions identified above would certainly have a difficult interview and would likely be denied ordination. Yet I challenge anyone to deny that there are many Christians outside the Covenant who hold these positions while still growing in the faith and experiencing the Lord’s redemptive power. The range of Covenant theological freedom is simply not identical with the range of Christian theological freedom as a whole but is much narrower.

Many Covenanters have been misled into thinking that Covenant freedom allows us to hold what C.S. Lewis called “mere Christianity,” a pure theology centered on the essentials and allowing complete freedom in regard to non-essentials. That is a worthy ideal, but it has never been an adequate description of Covenant theology. As C.S. Lewis himself said, “mere Christianity” is only an entrance hallway from which branch doorways into rooms that are the many different forms and denominations of Christianity. One cannot live in the hallway but only in one of the rooms, says Lewis. The Covenant is only one of the many rooms of the Christian Church. As such it has its theological boundaries and limits, and its expression of Christian freedom must be somewhat circumscribed.

This brings me to my next critique in regard to a central theme espoused explicitly as guideline number three for faithful dissent: a principle of inclusivity. Clifton-Soderstrom states that, “The ECC has historically sought to err on the side of inclusion, especially as it pertains to marginalized groups.” She adduces historical examples in which the Covenant encouraged inclusion of various classes of people and varieties of theological positions. My previous point should be enough to demonstrate that the inclusion of various theological positions is not without limit, even when such positions are expressed as faithful dissent.

With regard to the inclusion of marginalized peoples, the Covenant indeed does have a stellar history of seeking to be as broad and welcoming as the kingdom of God is as a whole. As Clifton-Soderstrom’s article quotes from a 1959 report of the Committee on Freedom and Theology in regard to, “other races, religions, and classes, the Bible reminds us that these are persons whom God created and for whom Christ died” (p. 50). However, we must be clear about what such inclusion entails specifically.
Surely an inclusive spirit toward those of other, non-Christian religions does not mean that we wish them to continue to live without faith in Christ. No, we send missionaries and engage in cross-cultural ministry so that they may accept Jesus, be transformed in their thinking, and set aside those other religions.

So any principle of inclusion in Covenant theology and mission does in fact have limits. And one of those limits is moral. As the report on Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom states, “Our statement of faith also means that we believe the Bible stands in judgment upon our sinfulness. Its message is the story of God’s love for the world, of his calling us from our sin….”\(^3\) The Covenant’s position and policies in regard to human sexuality recognize that the Bible stands in judgment on our sexual sinfulness and seeks to deal with that reality graciously and redemptively, seeking new life in Christ also in this area of human life.

Jesus’s own “principle of inclusion” clearly had moral limits. Jesus ate and fraternized with marginalized people such as tax collectors, prostitutes, and others described simply as “sinners.” He proclaimed in Matthew 21:31 that some of these would enter the kingdom ahead of seemingly more righteous people. Yet in none of that is there any implication, nor has any genuine Christian community ever drawn the conclusion, that Jesus’s inclusiveness in regard to these classes of people conduced or legitimized their sinful behavior. Tax collectors who followed Jesus were expected to cease their fraudulent extortion, and prostitutes who came to Christ were to cease selling their bodies. Other Christians were expected not to begin engaging in these sinful activities. Likewise, the Christian church throughout history has expected those who experience same-sex attraction to cease from or never begin homosexual behavior.

Of course, the disagreement within the Covenant and within the larger Christian church concerns whether it is in fact true and biblical that homosexual behavior is sinful, as the Covenant position asserts. It is freedom for dissent from that position Clifton-Soderstrom wishes to allow as a consequence of Covenant freedom. To that end she presents another historical example of apparent allowance in an Annual Meeting resolution of significant moral disagreement in regard to just war and pacifism.

One might point out that this example merely presents a case from a non-binding resolution, while the Covenant’s position on human sexu-

ality has been raised from resolution status to a guide for policy and practice by the action of the Annual Meeting in 2004. However, it is also worth noting that other resolutions do take firm, one-sided moral stances with little room for dissenting opinion. Annual Meeting resolutions on abortion have been fairly firm in rejecting a purely “pro-choice” perspective as morally acceptable. Thus, one simply cannot derive from a single resolution that acknowledged moral disagreement is a general Covenant practice or principle that would allow theological disagreement in regard to another moral issue like homosexual behavior.

In conclusion, despite her careful scholarship and depth of research into our Covenant history regarding the theology of Christian freedom, I do not believe that Clifton-Soderstrom has provided a basis for anything like widespread, public expression within the Covenant of alternative theological viewpoints that countenance homosexual behavior as an acceptable form of Christian life. Our clergy are expected to live and teach in accordance with Covenant theological positions and ethical guidelines, and that surely includes our established ethic in regard to human sexuality.

That being said, there is still room, as there is on almost any Covenant theological point, for a private, more or less silent dissent. On that same sort of basis, dissenters from our positions on women in ministry and on baptism have long been present and served among us. Their private opinions on these matters simply do not enter into the public exercise of their ministries. I am sure the same will continue to be true in regard to dissenters from our ethic of sexuality.

Having said all this, I return to the fear I mentioned at the beginning. Expression of the conviction that Covenant freedom is bounded in the ways I describe may, in the eyes of some, cast me as yet another “Doughty” defender of a restrictive theology destined to land on some footnote scrapheap of Covenant history. I hope that this is not so, and I hope to remain firmly within the friendship of Michelle Clifton-Soderstrom and other colleagues who agree with her.
My task is to test Michelle Clifton-Soderstrom’s paradigm of faithful dissent on the issue of homosexuality. I will offer three suggestions based on theological reflection and historical observation. My focus is homosexuality specifically, not sexuality generally, because the broader issue of human sexuality has diluted the conversation in churches. The real problem is the place of gays and lesbians in church life—ordained and lay—and what to do with homosexuality as an issue of Christian ethics.

I want to be upfront about my autobiography as a third-generation Swedish immigrant whose family has been associated with the Evangelical Covenant Church (ECC) for more than a century. My grandparents embraced the spiritual renewal led by Mission Friends and became leaders in the rural Iowa Covenant church where I was baptized and confirmed. Never did I imagine leaving the ECC until faced with a theological quandary: God was calling me as a gay believer to ordained ministry. Since I found it impossible to faithfully follow God’s call in the ECC, I joined the Episcopal Church and have been a priest for more than sixteen years. It was heartbreaking to leave the denomination that not only shaped my Christian upbringing but also provided the topic of my doctoral dissertation on David Nyvall. So, like many others who are gay or who know Christians who are gay, I have personal experience with faithful dissent.

Regarding homosexuality, the underlying challenge with a model of faithful dissent is theological. Said another way, the heart of the problem is how the ECC exercises a theology of Christian freedom in relationship to homosexuality, not as a result of homosexuality. I believe the ECC is trying to solve the wrong problem (homosexuality) when a clear, renewed theological statement and implementation plan on Christian freedom is what’s most needed. Clifton-Soderstrom references a landmark denominational study from 1963, but there has been little in-depth reflection and writing on this theological concept in the last half-century. It’s promising news that the ECC has commissioned a new paper, announced at the 2018 Annual Meeting, but the obvious deficit over several decades means that this new project has little fresh material to build on. I believe the theological context for faithful dissent, i.e., Christian freedom, is not clear or deep enough within the denomination to sustain dialogue.
on homosexuality. For this reason, my first suggestion is for the ECC to launch an in-depth theological project on Christian freedom that specifically addresses how to handle homosexuality.

We face another challenge with the model of faithful dissent because of the denomination’s current stance on a static authority of Scripture. I am not questioning the authority of Scripture per se, but rather the weight of that authority in the theological work of the church and how to deal with different points of interpretation. Paul Peter Waldenström, a Covenant founder, cast aside theological methodology with one question: “Where is it written?” Note that he did not ask, “What is the meaning of what’s written [in the Bible]?” Waldenström’s question espoused a static authority by implying that Mission Friends should quote the Bible literally rather than wrestle with its interpretation. His position aligned with the American evangelical movement of the nineteenth century. The result over time is that the ECC has relegated authority to a holy document rather than sustaining an active and lively discussion about the theological interpretation of Scripture within the body of believers. It is frankly foolish to believe we’re finished—or will ever be finished—with the task of biblical interpretation on homosexuality and gay marriage, as some have argued. We should never finish our discussions on the meaning and interpretation of God’s word. Culturally, the ECC has had difficulty rethinking its approach to biblical authority even if its leaders no longer quote Waldenström or nineteenth-century evangelicals.

Sociologist Richard Sennet has written an important work on authority and the importance of the “emotional bonds of modern society.” He notes that the “bond of authority is built of images of strength and weakness; it is the emotional expression of power.” Sennet’s point is that authority requires emotional commitments, that is, human-to-human relationships not possible for a sacred document. Covenant framers would agree with Sennet because they understood that power relegated to the Bible’s authority has been constructed by humans. The authority of Scripture can become its own power play or hierarchy, even used as an excuse to suspend dialogue and to avoid consideration of theological change. In ECC tradition, this means that faithful dissent on homosexuality can be too easily, and mistakenly, characterized as dissent against Scripture itself. Instead, Clifton-Soderstrom’s framework would be best understood

as faithful dissent vis-à-vis denominational policy, the official stance of church leaders, and biblical literalism.

Here again, as a paradigm for dealing with homosexuality, faithful dissent is difficult to sustain in the ECC. Readiness for theological dialogue and change will not happen by endlessly quoting passages of Scripture on homosexuality. The central question is whether a document—even a sacred document like the Bible—should be given so much power over a gathered body of believers who agree and dissent on many theological topics. My second suggestion is for the ECC to study and define more clearly how authority is exercised: Bible, Annual Meeting, local congregations, and church policy versus personal belief.

My final point is a historical one. The faithful dissenters of yesterday become the mainstream today. That’s true of Maria Nilsdotter, grandmother of North Park founding president David Nyvall, whom Clifton-Soderstrom holds up as a model of faithful dissent in the increasingly difficult spiritual environment of mid-nineteenth-century Sweden. Nilsdotter listened closely to God and was open to the Holy Spirit calling her in a different direction. Her faithful dissent was part of the Mission Friends movement that energized the eventual founding of the ECC. She became the mainstream of the new movement. This begs a question: Must faithful dissent result in the formation of a new church body?

The answer is partly affirmative because Mission Friends founded a new church body, having been increasingly rebuffed in their reform attempts within the Church of Sweden. Since its founding, however, the ECC has found ways to be the body of Christ by creating space for starkly different theological views, for example, modes of baptism, theological training for pastors, biblical interpretation, civil rights, divorce and remarriage, and women’s ordination. Clifton-Soderstrom notes more recent ECC resolutions that have successfully addressed other thorny topics with theological discussions that have included multiple voices and opinions.

So this begs another question: Is homosexuality too thorny a topic to create space for starkly different theological views? We can return to Clifton-Soderstrom’s framework to seek an answer. If we apply her five criteria “for gauging the faithfulness of dissent,” it is clear that faithful Christians can (and, indeed, do) hold starkly different views on homosexuality within the same body of Christ. Yet faithful dissent on homosexuality has not yet resulted in the level of dialogue and reforms requested by the dissenters. By leaving the ECC, they could respond as I did, yet it should not be the goal for people to leave the ECC.
My third suggestion is therefore to develop a new theological model, “faithful belonging,” that incorporates the theological concepts I’ve discussed here. I believe that faithful dissent is a helpful paradigm to fuel dialogue, empower the theological process, and engender new ways of responding to the gospel. But perpetual dissent on homosexuality is not a reasonable goal or outcome, nor does dissent represent the non-confessional Covenant Church that has debated other theological topics—even changed its mind—and has absorbed opposing views. Why, then, has homosexuality become such a hot button issue?

Faithful belonging should be the goal. If we really believe in the body of Christ and the kingdom of God, theological issues should be de-emphasized in favor of an inclusive ecclesiology. If we, like Maria Nilsdotter, are listening closely to God and are open to the Holy Spirit, then faithful belonging is really the only theological goal we can have.
Among the many things that make the Evangelical Covenant Church unique in the landscape of American Christianity is the fact that, unlike some evangelical churches, the Covenant has a robust ecclesiology. This ecclesiology is rooted in four hundred years of Pietist practice in conventicle-based Christian community and activism, deep reflection on New Testament congregational life, and Lutheran understandings of vocation, conscientious dissent, faith-as-paradox, and academic freedom. From its inception, the tiny Mission Covenant denomination began discussing how to draw from this heritage in charting a course that was both bound to Scripture and also free from binding confessions. This tiny body has generated a great corpus of writings, reflecting the sage wisdom of people like Carl Johan Nyvall and David Nyvall, Paul Peter Waldenström, Karl A. Olsson, Donald Frisk, and so many more. These authors have not all spoken with one voice, but, as Olsson suggested, they have usually spoken “by one Spirit.” This has more often been an irenic spirit than a combative one, an inclusive spirit more than an exclusive one. It is a spirit that has sought an interpretive approach to Scripture that could handle the divisive cultural debates that have so often wrecked denominations throughout American history.

For many years, Michelle Clifton-Soderstrom has spoken by this same spirit as she has urged fellow Covenanters to claim their theological heritage and preserve space in the Covenant for faithful dissent. In the previous issue of the Covenant Quarterly, Hauna Ondrey and Clifton-Soderstrom both re-center the discussion about freedom, drawing from one of the most important documents of the church, Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom, from 1963. Christian freedom is not an afterthought to Covenant ecclesiology. Rather the very kernel, the central idea, of the historical polity of this church is that people would be able to gather in the same congregation, read and discuss Scripture, agree and disagree about it, and yet find ways to remain in one body. This is not a concession to relativism or a low view of Scripture; rather, as Clifton-Soderstrom demonstrates

through numerous examples, the Covenant leaders of past generations held stubbornly to the ideal that “[t]wo faithful readers may differ in their interpretations and still both hold a high view of the authority and place of Scripture” (p. 51). This aspect of Covenant ecclesiology facilitates a pathway to Christian maturity by embracing freedom and the tensions inherent to that freedom. As Clifton-Soderstrom is keen to point out whenever she speaks on the six Covenant Affirmations, there is a natural progression from “the centrality of Scripture” to “freedom in Christ.” The Covenant Affirmations are not a confession (articles to be professed) but rather an embodiment of a Covenant way of being together.\(^6\)

Yet this is not without challenges. Without romanticizing Covenant freedom, Clifton-Soderstrom draws from many Covenant authors from the 1940s to the present to identify past conflicts and outline a framework for understanding what faithful dissent can look like in practice. Rather than a heavy theological treatise, Clifton-Soderstrom has produced a highly practical and readable document. Drawing from historical cases in which Covenant freedom was under pressure, Clifton-Soderstrom shows us how Covenant leaders sought “to protect the right of sincere dissent” (p. 44). Her organization of Covenant values into five principles for discerning what makes faithful dissent faithful serves as a significant complement to *Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom*, filling a need for practical guidelines for church leaders and congregants to understand better the mechanics of how Covenant freedom can work in practice. For instance, she provides answers to questions like, “How can ‘sincere dissent’ be identified?” and “What is the difference between policy and theology?” (p. 46).

The definitions Clifton-Soderstrom provides are anchored in the historical literature of the church and, as such, provide a much-needed service to the Covenant in filling a void apparent in many key denominational resources on sexuality from the past few years, which have often neglected to define this issue in relation to ecclesiology. The denomination’s online “Embrace” documents and webinars, for example, would be greatly strengthened by reflection on Covenant ecclesiology through

---

6 The six Covenant Affirmations are articulated in the 28-page document, *Covenant Affirmations* (Chicago: The Evangelical Covenant Church, 2005), and clarified in James Bruckner et al., eds., *Living Faith: Reflections on Covenant Affirmations* (Chicago: Covenant Publications, 2010).
historical Covenant literature, currently absent. The historical material Clifton-Soderstrom draws on are similarly absent in the 38-page resource paper, God, the Bible, and Human Sexuality, written by three faculty members at the seminary. The closest the authors come is to cite Called and Gifted (1987) and Klyne Snodgrass’s “A Case for the Unrestricted Ministry of Women” (2009). Pietism is invoked once in this document, and “where is it written” three times, but without further comment. In like manner, in his otherwise eloquent and charitable webinar on sexuality, Klyne Snodgrass refers to the centrality of Scripture and the slogan “where is it written” but without further comment. As such, it is valid to ask whether these responses to “revisionist readings” are better reflections of the Reformed and Baptist traditions of biblical hermeneutics than the Covenant’s hermeneutical tradition. What is distinctive about Covenant ecclesiology in regard to dissenters?

This lack of attention to historical ecclesiology is an unfortunate omission, as attention to it could provide the church significant resources for how we can resolve, or at least diminish, current disputes and be as
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9 Ibid., 3, 8, 31–32.
11 When Covenanters today cite Waldenström’s maxim, “where is it written,” as a defense of “a discerned position” on sexuality, I wonder whether they know how sophisticated Waldenström was in his own ecclesiology and in his ability to engage cultural challenges faced by the church in his day. Even in the 1880s, Waldenström envisioned an ecclesiology that included Catholics—unheard of in most Protestant circles at the time—and articulated a deeply pastoral treatment of issues related to young people’s sexual health in the 1860s. I entreat those who use Waldenström’s phrase to read his writings deeply and broadly in order to avoid misappropriation of these words. The founders of the denomination may have been biblicists at times, but they were not unreflective. See Mark Safstrom, “Making Room for the Lost: Congregational Inclusivity in Waldenström’s Squire Adams-son,” Covenant Quarterly 71:3–4 (2013): 52–72; Safstrom, ed. and trans., The Swedish Pietists: A Reader—Excerpts from the writings of Carl Olof Rosenius and Paul Peter Waldenström (Eugene, OR: Pickwick, 2015), 189; Harry Lindström, I Livsfrågornasspänningsfält; Om P. Waldenströms Brukspatron Adamsson—populär folkbok och allegorisk roman (Stockholm: Verbum, 1997), 235; Waldenström, Om ungdomens färligaste fiende; Eit ord till Föräldrar och Lärare (Lund: Berlingske, 1867), 46. For Waldenström’s extended explanation of congregational polity, see, Den kristna församlingen (Stockholm: Svenska Missionsförbundets Förlag, 1931).
welcoming to divergent views as possible. The ongoing relevance of *Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom* has even been called into question in recent years. In a question-and-answer session at the 2017 Annual Meeting, former president Gary Walter said of the 1963 report, “It was a good faith effort that really didn’t go anywhere. And so we need to be circumspect in ascribing a stature, a standing, or a standard it never really had.”

I believe that accepting a “that was then, this is now” paradigm deprives us of a critical opportunity for productive discussion. The authors of *Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom* present depth of insight and a careful treatment of freedom. This document and other literature on Covenant ecclesiology is extraordinarily prescient, timeless, and relevant to today’s debates regarding sexuality. James Hawkinson’s anthology of Covenant literature, for example, is saturated with examples of a rich, nuanced understanding of Covenant ecclesiology, and the Frisk Collection of Covenant Literature offers a treasury of digitized historical writings. Covenant ecclesiology matters because we must understand not only what the Bible says about sexuality but also what it says about the congregation and how we are to make room for dissenters and seek unity in our diversity of conclusions about what the Bible says.

The resource paper on freedom and responsibility recently commissioned by the Covenant Executive Board provides a timely opportunity to explain, clarify, and build on historical Covenant ecclesiology. It will also be important that this group meet the high bar set by the 1963 committee that produced *Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom* in terms of breadth of

---

12 The footage begins around minute 11:10, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Teizdglo2ZU&index=26&list=PLwMP3X7S7cpJViScf2h6J-2-aMrJDyaxZ. Walter references historian Karl A. Olsson’s reflections on the 1963 report and its immediate reception, in *Into One Body… By the Cross*, vol. 2, pp. 360–61. While it is true that Olsson regards with disappointment that the committee’s work did not result in more thorough engagement by the Council of Administrators and Executive Board and caused “barely a ripple” at the time, Walter points to this as evidence that the committee’s work had no normative or lasting import. Yet Walter also (rightly) acknowledges that the continued lack of clarity after the 1963 report led to the formation of the Commission on Covenant Doctrine that produced Covenant Affirmations thirteen years later. The work of the 1958–63 committee made the 1976 document possible, and both were accepted by Annual Meetings.


14 The Frisk Collection of Covenant Literature, hosted by the F.M. Johnson Archives and Special Collections, is available at http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cdm/landing-page/collection/npu_swecc.
authorship and length and transparency of deliberation. *Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom* (1963) involved nine authors (eleven including the two who resigned; none were women), and the document was accepted at an Annual Meeting. Comparably, *Covenant Affirmations* (1976, 2005) involved thirteen authors in total (one woman), and the document was accepted at two Annual Meetings. By contrast, *God, the Bible, and Human Sexuality* (2018), involved only three unnamed authors, none of them women. This document has not been accepted at an Annual Meeting. These comparisons are worthwhile contextualization on the origins of our guiding documents and the representative authority with which they can speak. Trust and transparency will be better served if the freedom and responsibility writing team follows the Covenant Committee on Freedom and Theology in being comprised of a similar size (a dozen) of diverse people (to avoid the pitfalls of “groupthink”), conducting their work for a similar duration (five years) in a manner valuing transparency of process and authorship, and seeking approval for their work at an Annual Meeting.

In a highly polarized conversation, Michelle Clifton-Soderstrom’s article offers an essential reminder that the Covenant’s historical theology is directly relevant to understanding how the Covenant’s approach to divisive ideological conflicts must be distinct from that of other evangelical churches, because our ecclesiology is different. Without trivializing the importance of clarity in denominational policy, she clarifies that theology and policy are distinct realms of inquiry, admitting that “[p]olicy must take into account institutional survival in ways that theology does not” (p. 46). Yet Covenant leaders in the past have had a clear sense that theology, unlike policy, is not subject to popular vote and that “[t]he majority opinion is not always the correct or most vital interpretation” (p. 40). Quoting Karl A. Olsson, Clifton-Soderstrom reminds us that the Covenant does not have a tradition of formally excommunicating dissenters; “no one has ever been defrocked for heresy” and “only those have been brought under serious censure who have questioned the orthodoxy of someone else” (p. 47).

This is one of the aspects of the Covenant Church that makes me incredibly proud to be a Covenanter and a Pietist. An ecclesiology can be lost. But an ecclesiology can also be reclaimed if the leaders of the church today truly seek to understand the institutions they have inherited. It is imperative that leaders seek a longer institutional memory, beyond the past few decades. There is still time for all of us to start reading.
A focus on freedom is one of the treasures of the Covenant Church, one that rightly attracts many people.\textsuperscript{15} Freedom in Christ from sin and for service is the focus of the sixth Covenant Affirmation. It is rooted in the other five affirmations and seeks unity rather than division. I value this freedom, but from my early years at North Park I have said with some regularity that the Covenant is very good at talking about freedom but does not do well talking about the limits of freedom. Freedom only exists within context and with responsibility.

Dissent—faithful dissent—is crucial and essential, for communities often go off the rails. Dissent has marked my life. It is my heritage as a Baptist, especially with predecessors like Roger Williams, who was expelled from Massachusetts by Puritans and founded a new religious community in Rhode Island to enable freedom of conscience (1636). I have frequently, even regularly, dissented from my own denomination’s stance and practices, mostly because I felt they failed its own heritage and the directives of Scripture. I have dissented often from the “assured” results of my discipline, and as a Baptist I have dissented from the Covenant’s stance on baptism, loyal though I have been to the Covenant and loyal the Covenant has been to me, for which I am extremely grateful.

With regard to faithful dissent, several questions and comments are in order. Michelle Clifton-Soderstrom’s article analyzes Covenant freedom in relation to the centrality of the word, the necessity of new birth, and faithful dissent, all said to be essential to sustaining Christian freedom. As much as I want to guard dissent and do see it as necessary, it is not one of the Covenant Affirmations, as are the centrality of the word and the necessity of new birth. The article claims that a “diversity of viewpoints within the communion creates potential avenues for renewal” (p. 38). The New Testament focus is more on unity, including unity of thought. If one sought to justify dissent scripturally, it would not be easy. One can only point to examples of prophets standing against the nation, to ideas of the faithful remnant, to Jesus and his followers standing against certain religious practices, or to differences about adiaphora, such as

\textsuperscript{15} I acknowledge the benefit of conversation with family and friends in thinking about this response. Such conversation is part of the gift of life.
what people eat or days they observe (Romans 14:1–15:13). Positive statements about dissent you will not find. In fact, dissent is frequently disallowed. Paul did not allow dissent in Galatia or elsewhere, and even when stressing his own independence, he took pains to emphasize his unity with the traditions of the church. How do we guard the role of the prophetic voice while recognizing the frequency of false prophets?

I cannot help but think of Karl Olsson’s comment long ago that the Covenant has always been more tolerant of the loyal heretic than the disloyal orthodox. That was easier when the Covenant was fairly monolithic ethnically and culturally. Is it still true given the wide diversity in the Covenant?

If we are to speak of faithful dissent, we must ask, “Faithful to what?” To Scripture? To the Covenant? To some ideology or to something else? For me it must be faithful to Scripture above all else. However, being biblical is hard work, and simplistic answers will not do. Surely one of the main tasks of the church is enabling people to read wisely and with sensitivity. I will return to this below.

In her article, Clifton-Soderstrom refers to the threefold meaning of the term “word”: of Christ Jesus the incarnate Word, of Scripture, and of proclamation of the good news. We are told, “These three intersecting yet distinct aspects of the word ground the authority of the Bible in ways beyond a commitment to the text alone and protect interpretation from being insular” and that the purpose of Scripture is “a renewing work even above a repository of doctrinal truths” (p. 37). There are indeed three uses of “word,” but this does not lead to something beyond a commitment to the text alone. There is no knowledge of Christ apart from Scripture, and legitimate proclamation is based on Scripture, so what authority is there beyond the text alone? Indeed the text is about a renewing work above doctrinal truths, if it is about doctrinal truths at all. Yet the relation of life and “doctrine” bears reflection. The “principle of life before doctrine” is a squishy expression. Its emergence in Pietism, if I understand things, was in reaction to a doctrinal scholasticism that lost the focus on life. But life is drawn from the Spirit’s instilling and enacting theological truths, not from magic or a theological vacuum. One could not say “life before truth,” for life is drawn from the truth of God’s being and acts. We know the regeneration of the Spirit because of truths about the resurrected Lord who gives the Spirit. That resurrected Lord is the Jesus of Scripture, and unless we are to create an idol, the texts inspired by the Spirit are our only means of knowing who he is.
Issues about access to life emerge in other ways in the article. Relying on the 1963 report *Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom*—a very good report—Clifton-Soderstrom distinguishes between human reason, which Scripture does address, and the inward work of the Spirit in our minds and hearts. What is the relation of human reason and the inward work of the Spirit in our minds? The article suggests a distinction between reading for truth claims through exegesis, original languages, and authorial intent and reading for spiritual sustenance and conversion, evaluated by how the good news has taken hold of and molded the life of the believer. I reject the dichotomy. There is an implicit exegesis in any interpretation or grasping of the text, and we do not do one kind of reading when studying and another when reading devotionally, although different concerns may be foregrounded. Even more important, Clifton-Soderstrom does not do justice to the commitment to Scripture in the 1963 report, for the paragraph immediately following the focus on the Spirit’s inward work sets boundaries for any dissent. It states:

> Because there is no other channel through which redeeming knowledge of God is now disclosed to humanity, the church is **bound to the Scriptures**. Only in and through them does the church find the source of its life. Therefore, its faith, its worship, its conduct, its fellowship, and its **freedom must all arise out of, be judged by, and be renewed by the Scriptures**.

> Because the Scriptures have arisen within history and are transmitted to us through historical processes, the church in its educational task is obliged to use the best available methods of scholarly research to answer questions pertaining to text, authorship, circumstances of origin, content, and meaning. **Because the Bible is the word of God, the church is obliged to treasure its message, guarding against every temptation to obscure its plain teaching or evade its truth and humbly submitting itself to responsive obedience in the Holy Spirit.**

Another point requiring comment is that the topics Clifton-Soderstrom gives as examples of Covenant dissent are quite divergent and should not be lumped together: just war and pacifism; baptism; women in ministry; different views on eschatology, the charismatic movement, and inspiration; the affirmation of a restorative process for those who

---

have committed crimes; and LBGTQ issues. Quite different interpretive processes are at play in these varied topics. For some, biblical texts stand in tension with other biblical texts, and for some, convincing explanations can be made for different views. While a biblical defense can be made for both sides of some of these issues, for others that is not the case.

With regard to the “just” war issue, I dissent against the language of just war. There are no just wars. There may be necessary wars, but “just” war suggests the hands of those involved are clean and the violence is okay, which is never true. Still, while Scripture is not as clear as one might want, one could make a case both for resisting evil with force and for pacifism. On the other hand, the New Testament witness against violence is overwhelmingly strong.

With women in ministry, texts stand in tension with other texts and must be seen in context. One can make a biblical case for the unrestricted ministry of women or for restrictions on their ministry, although I passionately argue for the former on good hermeneutical grounds. Different views of eschatology can be supported biblically, even though the Bible’s concerns are foreign to many of these views. The same can be said for views of inspiration. One will have a hard time biblically prohibiting charismatic emphases, even though excesses are problematic; nor is the restoration of those who have committed crimes a debated issue in Scripture. The baptism issue is different. In my mind it is difficult to make a biblical case for paedobaptism, but one can make a case from the church’s history. With LBGTQ issues, however, everywhere the issue of same-sex relations is treated in the Bible, the practice is rejected. There is no tension between texts, nor is there any question regarding whether the biblical writers rejected the practice of same-sex intercourse. Freedom to disagree about interpretation is not the same thing as freedom to disregard all plausible exegesis in favor of contemporary cultural values. Inclusivity is an important theme, but what are the limits of inclusivity? Inclusivity is absolutely crucial because the gospel is for all people, but the gospel is distorted if inclusion affirms sinful behaviors. It is one thing to speak of inclusivity of other races, but quite another if one is thinking of ethical boundaries. Sexual practice is not the same as skin color. If the church is not going to be marked by ethical difference, why should anyone bother? If in the name of inclusivity we accept practices contrary to Scripture, we violate the Covenant’s stance on freedom we were trying to guard.

The Covenant accepts both sides of the baptism debate and requires
ordinands to be willing to administer both avenues of baptism. While it affirms without qualification the ministry of women, it does not require acceptance of this view. Why is this different from the approach to baptism? Eschatology, inspiration, charismatic approaches, and just war/pacifism do not seem to be issues of much current discussion. On what grounds does the Covenant decide which topics fall outside the bounds of legitimate freedom? In the past, Scripture itself was the determining factor—and as far as I am concerned, it must continue to be so. I do not argue for the unrestricted ministry of women in spite of Scripture but because of it. The Covenant needs to discuss the boundaries of freedom much more than it ever has.

This takes us back to the issue of interpretation of Scripture. Clifton-Soderstrom claims, “Because the Covenant is non-confessional, no question of interpretation is off the table” (p. 43). Do we really want to say that, or are some proposals for interpretation so contrary to the text that they must be rejected outright? Communal hearing and discernment and humility are crucial, but if interpretation is so open, why are we even reading? Are there no interpretations that are out of bounds? Surely we would not say one may interpret the death and/or resurrection of Jesus as unimportant. So how does one decide that an interpretation is out of bounds and that further dialogue is unhelpful? Nor can we say that simply because a group advocates a position there is therefore a basis for that view, for groups can be in error as much as individuals. Where and on what basis is an interpretation disallowed? I have always argued strongly for the ongoing interpretive task of the church. We do indeed need to keep listening to the Spirit instructing our own time, but that will not be in opposition to the text.

This raises the issue of the limits of dissent and the question of the basis of deciding those limits. For me the limits to dissent are the clear meaning and focus of Scripture, and while being biblical is not easy, neither is it beyond the abilities of general readers. The message of Scripture is quite clear with regard to the central tenets of faith and practice.

One more thing needs to be said about dissent. As important as the issue of dissent is within the community of faith, I am much more concerned with dissent from the views and practices of our society and culture in general, not merely with issues pertaining to the LGBT discussion, but also heterosexual practices, attitudes toward women, materialism, violence, racism, and a host of other ethical issues. It was not for nothing that Paul stressed to the Roman church “Do not be conformed...” (Romans 12:2).
offer my deepest gratitude for my colleagues in ministry and in academia, along with the Covenant Quarterly, for providing a forum for collegial discussion on important topics. Over two years ago I was asked by the editor to contribute my research on Covenant freedom, and I was delighted to accept. The respectful dialogue modeled in this issue is very much in line with the Covenant’s heritage. The friendship shared between myself and each of the respondents is invaluable and underscores the importance of charity in all things.17 I begin here with some general replies to my respondents, then address some of their specific critiques of my interpretation of Covenant freedom in the subsequent sections.

The intention of my proposal, drawing on archival sources, is not to adjudicate a conversation around any one particular moral issue.18 Rather, the intent is to describe Covenant freedom historically and to raise questions regarding the limits of this freedom. While my proposal has relevance for many ethical topics, far more is at stake. Specifically, if the Covenant determines that its long-cherished freedom is no longer a viable way forward in all matters of life together—perhaps most especially in those matters over which there is present conflict—we move decidedly in the direction of becoming a confessional church requiring doctrinal adherence.19 In 1928, in the midst of calls that the Covenant adhere to the Five Fundamentals, biblical scholar Nils Lund warned, “If

17 As I note in my article, William Doughty was censured not for the content of his views but for his uncharitable manner of procedure. Far from Bilynskyj’s concern that I intend to cast those who disagree with my argument as “modern-day Doughtys,” only those who proceed uncharitably can rightly draw the comparison, irrespective of their position on whatever issue is under discussion.

18 Though I recognize some respondents were originally asked to apply my proposed criteria to a particular topic (see introduction to responses). While human sexuality is arguably the most contentious issue facing the church at this time, history demonstrates that there will always be contentious matters facing the body, and the Covenant’s position on freedom is meant to transcend any one topic facing the church at a particular time.

19 By “confessional” I mean that particular doctrines and confessions of faith become the basis for membership. Safstrom uses the helpful language for non-confessional churches such as ours, “bound to Scripture and also free from binding confessions.” In the litany for a public declaration to the congregation included in the Covenant Book of Worship, candidates pledge a fourfold commitment: confessing Jesus Christ, accepting Holy Scriptures, proclaiming the good news in word and deed including striving
we move on in this way, we will land where the so-called orthodoxism within Lutheranism landed, namely, in a sterile, bone-hard, and spiritless orthodoxy. The emphasis on doctrine above the spiritual life will be one of the earliest results. The hunt for heretics will begin again. The Bible will be used as ammunition in theological conflicts but not as food for the spiritual life.”

Lund here cautioned the Covenant against abandoning its founding commitment to Scripture’s authority alone by adopting any confession or confession-like position, referencing the conflict and violence enabled by seventeenth-century Lutheran confessionalization.

Because Covenant freedom thrives only in relation to Scripture, I framed my proposal for freedom primarily in relation to Scripture. Historian of Swedish Pietism Mark Safstrom rightfully highlights ecclesiology as the necessary arena in which this relationship plays out, reminding us that freedom constitutes the very kernel of Covenant polity. In part this means that a primary activity of congregations is to gather together around the word, to read and discuss, agree and disagree. Relationships are essential, as these activities take place primarily within local congregations. I wholeheartedly agree with professor emeritus Klyne Snodgrass’s use of the quote from Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom regarding Scripture as the boundary of freedom.

Because there is no other channel through which redeeming knowledge of God is now disclosed to humanity, the church is bound to the Scriptures. Only in and through them does the church find the source of its life. Therefore, its faith, its worship, its conduct, its fellowship, and its freedom must all arise out of, be judged by, and be renewed by the Scriptures. Because the Scriptures have arisen within history and are transmitted to us through historical processes, the church in its educational task is obliged to use the best available methods of scholarly research to answer questions pertaining to text, authorship, circumstances of origin, content, and meaning. Because the Bible is the word of God, the church is obliged to treasure its message, guarding against every temptation to obscure its plain teaching or evade its truth and humbly submitting itself to responsive obedience in the Holy Spirit.”

from binding confessions—preserves Scripture as the highest authority for all matters of faith, doctrine, and conduct, as Safstrom also notes. The founders of the Covenant were convinced that when an ecclesial community places one interpretation over Scripture itself, it runs the danger of human interpretations being more authoritative than God’s word. In other words, if a community truly believes that Scripture has authority and power to transform those open to its truths, then the real work of communions such as ours is in faithful, communal, rigorous, charitable, and holistic reading, as the Covenant Resource Paper on the Bible outlines.\(^{22}\) Theologian Brian Bantum urges such a reading when he notes that when faithful Covenant people disagree about important things, this can open “new possibilities for connection and fellowship.”

Covenant freedom is for the whole church, and while freedom functions in a more limited way for clergy, freedom is fundamentally a baptismal and catholic reality in the Covenant. Contrary to Covenant pastor Stephen Bilynskyj’s claim that Covenant freedom “does not and cannot embrace the whole of Christian theological freedom,” historically this is precisely what Covenant freedom has meant.\(^{23}\) Bilynskyj also notes that clergy have fewer freedoms than lay people when it comes to issues such as baptism, women in ministry, and atonement. This is only partially true. Clergy are currently asked to uphold three positions adopted by the Annual Meeting, those regarding women in ministry, baptism, and human sexuality. While credentialed clergy may disagree on any or all of these three issues, their individual interpretations are not to overshadow the adopted positions. As such, all clergy must, for example, preside over an infant baptism when asked and refrain from participating in a same-sex wedding. Bilynskyj’s longer list of Christian views that he claims are “outside the range of Covenant freedom” may have anecdotal evidence, but they have no backing in history or policy. Many Covenant clergy hold to penal substitutionary views of atonement, and penal substitution has not been “explicitly rejected” by the ECC. Nor have the other examples he offers.

\(^{22}\) These are the five ways the paper encourages Covenanters to read and interpret Scripture. The primary writers of the resource paper were Bilynskyj and Snodgrass. “A Covenant Resource Paper: The Evangelical Covenant Church and the Bible” (Evangelical Covenant Church, 2008). Available at http://covchurch.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2010/05/Covenant-Resource-Paper.pdf, accessed October 23, 2016.

\(^{23}\) Olsson, By One Spirit, passim.
While Covenant freedom is extended to clergy despite their being bound to policies in ways lay people are not, it is important to remember that the Covenant Affirmations, including the “reality of freedom in Christ,” are not written exclusively to or even primarily for clergy. The Affirmations are for the whole Covenant community, the majority of whom are lay people. As lay people, Covenanters are free to hold a complementary view of gender, a penal substitutionary view of atonement, and either an exclusively infant or believer view of baptism. It is also the case that none of the above viewpoints, including those on Bilynskyj’s list, exclude Covenant people from membership. Bantum’s words are apropos: “I wonder if we might become more open to the ways those very people who were seemingly outside the covenant also display marks of faithfulness, that their perpetual presence might reveal to us all just how radical and ordinary God’s covenant is.” This is an important question for us to address. Our theology of membership suggests that, at least in theory, Covenant freedom is indeed able to withstand a wide range of biblical and theological viewpoints on any number of doctrinal and ethical topics.

Unity of Thought

I appreciate Snodgrass’s opening description of how he himself has dissented from conclusions of his own academic discipline of New Testament studies, from positions and practices of his Baptist denomination, and from certain practices and theologies of the Covenant (the latter made possible by Covenant freedom). Dissent, Snodgrass claims, has marked his life, and without it “communities often go off the rails.” Yet, despite his own embrace of dissent, Snodgrass goes on to question whether diversity of viewpoints is actually a sign of renewal. He highlights instead the New Testament’s focus on unity of thought.

I agree that unity is crucial, even essential. But unity of thought, of beliefs and doctrines, is a complex, perhaps unattainable reality this side of heaven, as evidenced by the great number of confessional Christian traditions that exist today. The unity proclaimed in the New Testament is unity in Christ rather than in human agreement with one another. Our Pietist forebears understood this well, even as they strove for unity in contentious times. George Scott and C.O. Rosenius wrote,

It would not be probable to expect that all Christians, despite being enlightened by the same Spirit, should come to com-
plete agreement on all spiritual matters here on earth, where we understand and prophesy in part.... Therefore, instead of saying like the one Corinthian: I hold myself to Paul, the second: I hold to Cephas, the third: I to Apollos, if we all seek to come closer to Christ, we will be raised above the earthly opinions that will lead to discord and instead truly thrive in the clean air of Christ’s undivided authority. If all Christians seek to come closer to their center point—Christ—the inevitable result will be that they will also come closer to one another in mutual love, which is the true sign whereby to recognize a disciple (John 13:35).  

Nils Lund framed it similarly: “At times, of course, differing interpretations can break against each other, but it ought to be possible for Christians to ‘speak the truth in love’ (Ephesians 4:15), and in that way grow in all things up to him who is the head—Christ. While we thus in love learn and grow, we will find that we grow into unity with each other. But this can happen only on the condition that Christ is allowed to keep the love [of] our hearts and that his work remains our greatest interest in life.”

Christians do not find our fundamental unity in one another. The baptismal liturgy in Ephesians 4 emphasizes that our unity is in and through one Lord—Father of all, Christ as gift, Spirit as bond of peace. When we seek unity in agreement with one another instead of in Christ, we wrongly ascribe divine power to human beings. This also moves toward addressing another important question Snodgrass raises regarding what faithful dissent is faithful to. In short, dissent that is faithful is first and foremost faithful to Christ. In explaining the second criterion of faithful dissent (Is the person or group sincere in their commitment to Christ and to the body?), I discuss the importance of genuine commitment to Christ and to the community of faith.

---

26 The commission argued that, “In the basic and central affirmations of the Christian faith there must be unity, but in their expression and interpretation there is room for wholesome divergence,” Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom, 26. Further, they argued that freedom should be a creative avenue for addressing new issues that arise within the church over time, requiring that each generation extend freedom to the next as new questions emerge.
As far as corporate unity is concerned, one could arguably say that faithful dissent or disagreement engenders Christian unity in that one of its criteria, emphasized in *Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom*, is sincerity in personal relationships, showing the courtesy of listening to others, exercising care in our words, never using disagreement for advancement, refraining from public shaming, and in all things reflecting commitment to Christ.27 Such practices are the building blocks of unity, and they have great potential to move us from the ease of sameness that a monolithic culture affords to the difficult but valuable work of embracing the diversity of a multicultural communion.

**Inclusivity**

This brings me to the excellent questions raised by several respondents around my third criterion, Does the dissenting position relate to the dominant position by being more or less inclusive? Bilinskyj rightly notes that inclusion has limits. He clarifies that inclusion of all people does not mean including all theological viewpoints. Similarly, Snodgrass writes that “the gospel is distorted if inclusion affirms sinful behaviors.” These points are well-taken. Inclusivity in itself and by itself is not a criterion for the boundaries of dissent. Inclusivity is only a helpful criterion if it is tethered to the other four criteria, most especially to faith in Christ and the recognition of the centrality of the word.

The role of inclusion in the Covenant warrants more thorough treatment than I have given it, and Bantum’s response points to a significant blind spot in my analysis of Covenant freedom. The Covenant prides itself in its diversity. It is friendly to ecumenism, and many pastors and lay people join the Covenant from a variety of ecclesial backgrounds. We call ourselves a multiethnic movement with ministries on five continents, and we claim that our strength comes from “unity within diversity.”28 Bantum writes that the Covenant’s “deep commitment to racial reconciliation” and “fostering racial and ethnic diversity” were significant reasons he joined the denomination. Yet he also questions whether the Covenant has fully opened itself to diversity. If we take to heart Snodgrass’s comment about loyalty being “much easier in a monolithic community,” it is easy to see why a necessary aspect of genuine

27 Ibid.
diversity—“reimagination” in Bantum’s language—must be ongoing work that opens the Covenant to “the ways different people [embody] faithful responses to God’s presence in their lives and in the stories they [hold].” Bantum calls this kind of openness “radical transformation” and concludes that such transformation is a crucial sign that a denomination is truly diverse. Bantum makes explicit what Snodgrass implies, namely that when we move from a monolithic culture to a heterogenous one, life together must be examined anew.

Is Dissent Biblical? On Primary and Secondary Matters of Faith

I wholeheartedly agree with Snodgrass that dissent is infrequently affirmed in Scripture. This recognition leads me to insist that dissent alone is not the goal; it is *faithful* dissent I seek to preserve by providing the strict parameters of the five criteria I outline. In fact, the scriptural examples Snodgrass offers are excellent examples of what I have in mind: minority voices dissenting in a way that keeps the community on its “rails”: “prophets standing against the nation,…ideas of the faithful remnant,…Jesus and his followers standing against certain religious practices, or…differences about adiaphora.” However, this raises the question of what is rightly classified as adiaphora, requiring further explanation of my fifth criterion, Is the dissenting position a central issue of faith, or it is a secondary issue?

Snodgrass rightly argues that a group’s advocating for an interpretation is not sufficient grounds for claiming legitimacy; groups can be in error. How do we determine which interpretations are so essential to Christian faith as to be beyond the scope of debate? Christian orthodoxy revolves around two questions: Who is God, and who is Jesus Christ? The Nicene Creed offers a boundary for orthodoxy that is both historical and ecumenical and provides “Common Christian Affirmations” recognized by the Covenant: “The Covenant Church considers itself a part of that catholic tradition and recognizes its indebtedness to the early creeds and confessions of the church as concise statements

---

29 The five criteria I develop in the article (pp. 45–53) are (1) Are those with the dissenting view following policy? (2) Is the person or group sincere in their commitment to Christ and to the body? (3) Does the dissenting position relate to the dominant position by being *more or less* inclusive? (4) Does the person/group agree that Scripture is authoritative for the argument? (5) Is the dissenting position a central issue of faith or it is a secondary issue?
of biblical faith. We refer especially to the Apostles’ Creed and the Nicene Creed....”30 The primary areas of Christian faith are explicitly named by the authors of Biblical Authority and Christian Freedom and echo these historical creeds, centering on God’s nature and work in Christ.31 Beyond these statements of faith, the report goes on to affirm discussion regarding Scripture’s teaching in all other matters of faith and practice. In fact, one might even say the Covenant welcomes those discussions because areas of disagreement in matters of interpretation draw readers more deeply into the word.

Snodgrass holds that diverse viewpoints are acceptable if a biblical argument can be made to support multiple conclusions.32 Yet Snodgrass himself recognizes historical precedent as a warrant for the Covenant’s practice of infant baptism, even though he does not believe the practice claims a scriptural basis comparable to believer baptism. In this he acknowledges that history can be a helpful arena of adjudication in the case of absences in Scripture. On the specific questions of LGBTQ-related topics raised by several of the respondents, Snodgrass claims that “everywhere the issue of same-sex relations is treated in the Bible, the practice is rejected” (emphasis original); therefore, to accept biblical exegesis in favor of same-sex marriage is to “disregard all plausible exegesis in favor of contemporary cultural values.”

Two things are problematic with this statement. First, some biblical scholars do see texts in tension within one another on the question of what constitutes a Christian marriage.33 While many may disagree with the conclusions of such exegetical work, the mark of scholarship is not one scholar’s views (or even the majority view) but rather the guild as a whole. Second, it is neither helpful nor clear to pit plausible exegesis

30 Covenant Affirmations, p. 4.
31 See pp. 23–24, “On the central issues of our faith, doctrine, and conduct the biblical message is sufficiently clear: the creation of all things by God, humanity made in the divine image but fallen in sin, their consequent moral inability to achieve redemption, the incarnate and sinless life of Jesus Christ the Son of God, his atoning death and resurrection, redemption through faith in him, the regenerative and sanctifying work of the Holy Spirit, and the promise of Christ’s coming again to consummate his kingdom and judge the world. These affirmations constitute the essential core of the biblical message and are sufficiently clear for our salvation.”
32 I make this exact claim in discussing my fourth criterion.
33 The Society of Biblical Literature accepts papers on LGBTQI hermeneutics and other related topics and publishes scholarship such as Bible Trouble: Reading at the Boundaries of Biblical Scholarship (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2011).
against cultural values as a general rule. Culture, its values, and Christians’ relationship to culture all need further definition. Culture is an extremely useful and valuable aspect in historical-critical interpretive methods, and a rich understanding of the cultures surrounding the worldviews of the biblical authors even illumines the meaning of texts. Surely a rich understanding of the culture within which readers seek to apply a text also has great potential to illuminate faithful application. Culture and text are not always antithetical to one another. In short, cultural influences have at times driven solid exegetical conclusions. The relationships between both biblical authors and culture and also readers and culture, therefore, must be further clarified before making claims that definitively pit culture against plausible exegesis.

In this vein, I have been asked whether the question of women’s ordination should be on the table for discussion. In all honesty, I believe that if some question the biblical affirmation of women in ministry, we should make space for their questions to be navigated in the open. This allows anyone who is unsure to remain in dialogue with the broader communion. Faithful dissent is, in other words, possible on this topic. Engaging an area of biblical interpretation in which there is difference affords an opportunity for growth and learning. Reading together is a more faithful (and difficult!) solution than asking those who disagree to leave the Covenant or to tacitly agree with a position without genuinely working through their doubts and questions. I recognize that not all women are in a place of being able to engage this conversation, for their own valid reasons. Yet I always want to engage those who disagree charitably and as a result of faithful biblical reading. Doing so is a powerful way to let the word work in those who come to Scripture earnestly and genuinely, with deep commitment to Christ and to one another.

Conclusion: What Can Covenant Freedom Withstand?

The primary reason I hear pastors give for transferring into the Covenant is their love of its historical freedom. The variety of responses to my research shows the range of views regarding what that freedom is. Historians Mark Safstrom and Scott Erickson argue that the Covenant

---

34 Historically, Christians have not been particularly counter-cultural on marriage: contemporary cultural values largely favor marriage between one man and one woman; most Christians agree.
needs a renewed understanding of freedom that honors historical work and conclusions while re-examining its contemporary role. Further, they believe the Covenant would benefit from a widespread conversation on the role of the body of believers in interpreting Scripture. These words resonate with me as one who grew up in the Covenant and has experienced the diversity it has to offer. Perhaps the single most haunting question comes from Erickson, who asks whether faithful dissent must result in the formation of a new church body. His conclusion is “partly yes.” Yet he goes on to say that the one thing that could foster ongoing union is a model of faithful belonging.

I have sat with Erickson’s question for some time, and, in humility and with some fear, I wonder whether the language of faithful dissent can have the hoped-for impact of ongoing renewal. Faithful dissent is not, nor should it ever be, an end point. Rather, the measure of dissent’s goodness is when it leads to faithful dialogue and discernment, bringing the body of believers together rather than tearing it apart. When faithful dissent leads to factions, splits, and the hunt for heretics—what Lund warned against close to one hundred years ago—then it has not fulfilled its purpose of renewal.

Erickson’s call for a concept of faithful belonging has great potential, and perhaps both historical and more contemporary resources could be synthesized to bring Covenanters to some kind of unity around belonging. The Covenant Resource Paper on the Bible has much to add to the idea of faithful belonging as it relates to our identity as readers. It calls the Covenant to a diverse readership and a charitable stance toward those who think differently. In practice, faithful belonging might be characterized by patience, by allowing voices that have been marginalized to speak, by addressing problems of insider/outsider culture, by treating our fellowship as a school of forgiveness and repentance, and by continuing to reimagine diversity beyond simply participation to actual power.35

This might mean that we speak well of those in our communion, that we speak directly to those with whom we have issue, and that we commit to each other as members of the same body. This calls for charity in all things, and real charity requires courage to work through conflict over the long-haul and to see what God might be doing in our midst.

I began teaching at North Park Theological Seminary over fifteen years

---

35 See the “Five-fold Test,” available at https://covchurch.org/resources/five-fold-test/.
ago, and when I started, I had very little understanding of racism and white privilege. Had I not had colleagues and students of color who stuck with me over time, as painful as that may have been for them, I would never have seen the depth of racial sin nor would I continue to grow in this area as a disciple of Jesus Christ. We need each other, and most especially those who are willing to stick with each other in being challenged around the word.

With an eye toward renewal through the conventicle-like work of reading together, I ask readers to wonder with me: Does the Covenant need to take a step back and refocus our energy on building and rebuilding relationships with one another rather than foregrounding doctrinal and moral disputes in our life together? Do we need a radical transformation and reimagining of who we are as a body of faith, as Bantum suggests? If lay people, leaders, pastors, and teachers could overwhelmingly say “yes” to this kind of renewal—not one of doctrine but of renewed relationships—Covenant freedom may be the very thing that saves the mission of those who have historically been friends.